MACRO MONDAY: WK 19
Your Weekly Cross-Asset Global Markets Call
There are Always Profitable Opportunities…

Into The Fire… US / CH Trade Talks Waver…

Tip of the Spear: (KVP) Kay Van-Petersen, CMT
global macro strategist, consigliere at large & perpetual student of the markets
Week 19, May 6 – May 12
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General Disclaimer: Solely Views/Opinions. Not Trading/Investing Recommendations
This presentation is provided by Saxo Capital Markets Pte. Ltd. (“Saxo Capital
Markets”) for your general information. Although all reasonable efforts have
been made to ensure that any information and commentary are accurate
and up-to-date, the presentation is updated from time to time but may not
always be up-to-date in every respect and no responsibility is accepted for
any loss arising from inaccurate or incomplete information, however
caused. Saxo Capital Markets does not warrant that all technical aspects and
functions of its platforms are explained during this presentation.
None of the information contained here constitutes an offer to purchase or
sell a financial instrument, or to make any investments. Saxo Capital
Markets does not take into account your personal investment objectives or
financial situation and makes no representation and assumes no liability as
to the accuracy or completeness of the information nor for any loss arising
from any investment based on any commentaries or information supplied
by any employee of Saxo Capital Markets or its affiliates. Any opinions made
are subject to change and may be personal to the author. These may not
necessarily reflect the opinion of Saxo Capital Markets or its affiliates.
The content of this presentation is provided on a strictly private and
confidential basis for information purposes only. It is not intended to be
distributed to any third party without the written consent of Saxo Capital
Markets.
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Macro Monday: Now This Is How You Start The WK!
Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call
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Last WK Review & Highlights
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Previous Week’s Highlights & Takeaways
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Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call
Previous WK Summary:

FED: Staying data dependent & on the
sidelines, looks like Powell is keeping his
options open – yet still bar for getting
hawkish is very high. Plus we got repeated
shots fired at the Fed from Trump once again,
as well as Pence, asking for the Fed to cut
rates. So far 10 for 10 no dissents.
Econ: Official China PMIs miss across both
Serv. & mfg., this is following the previous
month’s surprise big beat.
US PCE also missed 1.5%a 1.6%e, as did ISM
Mfg. 52.8a 55.0e
‘Happy Days’ US job numbers, strong beat on
NFPs… U/R at 3.6%a vs. 3.8%e!!! Yet still
subdued wage growth… AHEs suggesting
goldilocks scenario (decent growth with low
inflation)
Golden Week: Japan will be back in this wk
Rocket Man: NK fired some short-range
missiles, funnily enough post the NK/RU
summit. Unclear if ballistic missiles were used
EQ: US EQ cont. to grind higher, yet EZ, Asia &
EM EQ mixed to predominantly lower. HSI
was a big outperformer last wk +1.8%
FI: Mixed bag, back at c. 2.50% on USTs…
Bunds interestingly enough still in positive
territory
CMD: Poor wk & under pressure Asia Mon
May 6 morning – especially likes of Oil &
Copper
FX: Last wk was first DXY reversal lower 0.50%, after two wks of gains of +1.06%
Vol: Still quiet low being sub 13.00
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Asia Mon 6 May Morning - Sources: Saxo Bank, Bloomberg
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Macro Monday: Latest CoT Report
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*We are now above the $32.2bn reached in early Dec, during the peak of risk-off & flight to safety in US bonds markets & USD
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Week Ahead, Potential Opportunities,
Risks & Events…
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Macro Monday: WK Ahead, Potential Opportunities, Risks & Events
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Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call - Welcome to Week 19, May 6 – May 12
Key Focus:

US / CH Trade Talks – On or Off? | Lots of central banks with a dovish skew this wk
Central Banks (SGT):
RBA 1.25%e 1.50%p, RBNZ 1.50%e 1.75%9, MA 3.00%e 3.25%p, TH 1.75%e/p, BZ 6.50% e/p, NO +1.00% e/p, PH 4.625%a 4.75%e
Fed Speakers (SGT):
Harker (6) Kaplan (7) Quarles (7) Brainard (8/10) Powel (9) Bostic (9/10) Williams (10) Clarida & Rosengren (13)
Other (SGT):
Poloz (7) Draghi (8)
US /China Trade Talks – Initial Scenarios & Thoughts… Things Are Very Fluid… & We’ve See Some Magnificent Reversals From Trump…
o This is a surprise, its something that we’ve flagged as being very low delta & big component on this year’s rally has been on successful US/China Trade Talks
o I.e. We have been trading like it’s a done deal… obviously Fed & ECB dovish pivot, along with PBOC easing has also contributed to move up. Yet its been massive, with main
equity indexes in US & China annualizing +80% to +150% numbers – bounce from the bottom of Dec has been relentless with very little pullback
o One: China plays hard ball, “we will not be steam rolled”… this scenario will see something shadowing 4Q18… should not be as bad given we now have a much more dovish Fed &
ECB… yet still can see an easy -3% to -5% pullback on SPX… & -10% is not aggressive. Which obviously means we could see some limit down days on Asia equities with some -5%
to -10% wks on the likes of equities in China, Hong Kong, Japan, Australia, Korea, Taiwan, etc… (SG may fair better, given its typically lower beta & defensive). Would expect new
YTD lows in US10yr yields… yes… that means going back to take out the c. 2.37% lvls… from these 2.52% lvls… USD to be bid… yet gold to also rise (because of yields) & CMDs in
general to be hosed… would look also for opportunities to pick things up where we know there are serious structural imbalances (i.e. For instance Pork prices, given the
pandemic in China - cover that more in next wk’s Macro Monday). FX wise it means DollarYen easily in the 106 to 108 range from current 110.50
o Two: Base case is we still likely get some kind of deal, and this tactical risk-off goes down as a negotiation play where it play to be short term long USD, US bonds, perhaps even
gold, vs. short EQ & CMDs, then reversing that tactical positioning once the dust started to clear out
o Three: Trade Talks drag on for rest of the year – a la Brexit…. Could be tiresome & generally would expect it to be bearish, yet tougher to position for this drag out scenario
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“Fundamentalists who say they are not going to pay any attention to the charts
are like a doctor who says he’s not going to take a patient’s temperature”
–Bruce Kovner, Legendary Trader & Founder of Caxton

Macro Monday’s Chartography…
Risk-On | Risk-Off

There are always opportunities…
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Copper has been fairly well behaved for those range traders btw 289-292 to 294-296…
300 is a very big lvl to break through… current daily indicators inconclusive
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MM Back on Mon: 08:30[SG/HK] 09:30 [Tok]10:30 [Syd] 20:30[NY]
Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Assets Call
Thanks again for making the time to join us on the call, or catch the replay
We will be on Next Mon Apr 22nd before coming Back on Mon May 6th
{Macro Monday will be off on Mon Apr 29th}
08:30 [SG|HK]

09:30 [Tok]

10:30 [Syd]

20:30 [NY]

*
Wishing You All A Phenomenal & Profitable Week Ahead
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